Objective: Thanks to fast developing technology, visualization of fiber tracts at brain is possible. But with the new developments, data processing and interpretation are becoming more difficult. Actually interpretations in these fields are mostly in-group analysis and are generally not useful on the basis of individual patient evaluations. In these regards, we investigated our cases with diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) and tried to show if the data could be interpreted simply by radiologist's eye or not. Material: Our study consisted of 31 cases that were evaluated in our center with 3 Tesla Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) units. Cranial DTI studies performed for ischemia, posttraumatic axonal injury, congenital malformation, neoplasia, autism, mental retardation and epilepsy. Cranial DTI was performed to demonstrate effected fiber tracts in neoplasia and ischemia cases and was applied to identify any gross anomaly in microstructural anatomy beside normal conventional MRI in other cases. DTI images were evaluated, along with fused conventional T1 weighted 3D high-resolution images and FA maps. DTI were performed at the first administration of the patients. Results: In addition to chronic ischemic focuses in patients with ischemia, DTI-FA images showed us relevant signal changes secondary to Wallerian degeneration in two cases. In traumatic brain injury cases, though being isointense on conventional sequences, FA values showed decreased values at the levels of the axonal discontinuity. Major abnormalities of association and projection fibers in congenital malformation cases were visualized at both 3D-DTI fused images and FA map images. Displacement, infiltration, destruction fibers were clearly visualized in neoplasia cases. However, any objective abnormality wasn't reported at any cases diagnosed with motor mental retardation, epilepsy or neuropsychiatric diseases. Conclusion: Colored DTI images and FA maps are helpful in the way of diagnosis in most cases with organic How to cite this paper:
Introduction
Thanks to fast developing technology, visualization of fiber tracts at brain is possible.
The capability of diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) to reliably display secondary alterations of the white matter tracts caused by the primary pathology has the potential to be of great utility for treatment planning and follow-up in near future. With the advancements in diffusion-weighted imaging during the past decade, DTI can now show neuronal tracts in the brain and spine and better characterize the structural integrity of neural tissue [1] . This progress led to new clinical applications of this technique for diagnosis and surgical follow-up protocols of central nervous system pathologies [2] [3] .
Interpretations in the fields are more quantitative such as in-group analysis, but they are composed of information out of medical field, and are generally not useful on the basis of individual patient evaluations. In these regard, we investigated our cases' DTI images and tried to show if the data could be interpreted simply with radiologist's eye or not.
Material and Methods
The local ethics committee of Istanbul University Cerrahpasa Medical Faculty approved the study protocol. Written informed consent was obtained from all patients. In this study, 31 cases requiring advanced imaging with magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and DTI were evaluated in our center with 3 Tesla MRI. Cranial DTI studies were performed for ischemia (5 cases), posttraumatic axonal injury (4 cases), congenital malformation (5 cases), neoplasia (7 cases), autism (2 cases), mental retardation (2 cases), epilepsy (3 cases). Cervical DTI investigations were performed for mass (2 cases) and syrinx formation (1 case). DTI images were evaluated, along with fused conventional T1 weighted 3D high-resolution images and FA maps. Basic demographic characteristics of the patients were summarized in Table 1 .
Results
All patients in ischemic group with chronic ischemic focuses who were identified by clinical history and conventional images showed us decreased FA values especially thorough the affected areas. Additionally, DTI-FA images showed relevant signal changes secondary to Wallerian degeneration in two cases (Figure 1 ).
In traumatic brain injury (TBI) cases, at the levels of the axonal discontinuity where FA values decreased, only SWI sequences showed microhemorrhagic substance superposition. No other sequences showed these microhemorrhagic pathologies in this group Cervical spinal cord DTI was performed in 3 cases, mass or syrinx localization and its association with fiber tracts could clearly be visualized. These cases were diagnosed as syringomyelia rather than hydromyelia. Clinical and neurological findings of these cases were compatible with advanced radiological findings.
As commonly described, follow-up data and clinical data were correlated with these advanced radiological evaluations and compatibility with clinical data was investigated.
Special images for each group were processed separately.
Discussion
Diffusion tensor imaging is a promising method for characterizing microstructural changes and may be helpful in finding the essential cause of abnormality in patients. In this paper, contrary to definite special technical applications (physics, mathematics, mechanism) or complicated statistical analyses, high-resolution DTI images are evaluated simply by visual calculations. There are many signs and demonstrative abnormalities defined by DTI protocol.
New techniques are currently being developed based on DTI as DSI (diffusion spectrum imaging), kurtosis, Q-ball imaging etc., since his area is subject of ongoing researches.
Methods for the acquisition and analysis of DTI are rapidly evolving. While the complexity is getting problem, the need for enhanced evolution methods are also accelerating with the new developments in this area; for instance while the number of the vectors are increasing, capacity and speed of the processors should increase to exceptional levels.
In simple terms, complex operation mechanism of DTI consist of appliance of at least 6 different directions of diffusion gradient and determination of varying degrees of movement limitations water molecules undergo along fiber tracts in their microenvironments [2] .
The last range of parameters that can be extracted from the DTI concept relates to the mapping of tissue structure orientation in space. Here gathered data are quantified and mapped as mean diffusivity and fractional anisotrophy and organized as gray scale and colored maps. Roi measurements and calculations can be done using these maps [3] . It is important to notice that diffusion imaging is a truly quantitative method, be- TBI cases in our study showed decreased FA values. Robert et al. with a mataanalysis showed in the same patient group that FA increased and ADC decreased in most white matter tracts in the short-term, and FA decreased and ADC increased in medium to long-term [6] .
In a study, relationship between mild TBI and mental state was showed clearly with in vivo DTI examination [7] .
Congenital anomalies, variations and a large variety of diseases changing from simple callosal dysgenesis to otism could be diagnosed by showing fiber course anomalies, agenesis and aberrations in great detail when compared with conventional sequences [8] - [11] .
Choudhri et al. showed in their article the effectiveness and success of the commisural dissection could be tested by DTI at postoperative stage and also DTI could be used to show displacement, infiltration, destruction of U fibers, major association and projection fibers in intracranial benign or malignant neoplasms. Even post-op course and possible complications of these neoplasms may be estimated through their association with critical association and projection fibers [12] .
Several articles reported that pre-operative assessment with the DTI provided helpful information for neurosurgery. Continuously growing numbers of literature data indicate DTI is not only used for demonstration of fiber destruction by tumor invasion but also as a part of multiparametric assessment complex for differential diagnosis and tumor grading [12] - [15] .
Literatures and our cases showed examination of intramedullary lesions with DTI provided detailed information about the exact localizations, adjacent fiber tract relations of these lesions [12] - [16] .
Furthermore, early period damage of spinal cord by non-neoplastic pathologies like disc herniation and possible systemic disorders could be obtained by DTI [17] [18].
Evaluations in this study were made relatively, but data in groups which represent main pathologies were assessed by a single researcher, FA-ROI measurements were not done in most of the cases. Findings were not tested with detailed, inter-group statistical tests, so quantification with some evaluations was not achieved and this may hamper the objectivity. Beside this main restriction, data were presented in consideration with visual evaluations needed for every radiologist without deviation from main aim of the article and usage of the technique and parametric details [19] .
On the other hand, this case based article which lacks detailed statistical analysis did not present any specific data about cognitive disorders and neuropsychiatric diseases.
However, prominent and promising findings about this group of disorders appear continuously throughout the literatures and numbers of related articles are progressively increasing [20] [21] . Some articles showed degree of hazards in central nervous system disorders by inflammatory intestinal diseases, SLE and Hepatitis B virus infections could be evaluated by some metric and statistical measurements of DTI [22] - [26] . We believed that if methods like tract based analysis might be simplified in the future, these methods could be very valuable for the detection of microstructural anomalies, which is unable to be detected visually.
Conclusion
In conclusion, although it doesn't provide concrete and case-specific valuable information to radiologists, especially in cases with microstructural anomalies like neuropsychiatric disorders, epilepsy and motor-mental retardation; in most cases with organic pathologies, it is possible to obtain diagnostic information by DTI-FA maps and 3D-tractography's vivacious images. Indeed, currently used statistical analysis programs could show microstructural anomalies as well as growing steadily and this area is the subject of ongoing research.
